
Wire Angel  

by Penny Frances 

 

For Diana 

 

I carry you with me 

A holy shrine 

And dogs and angels follow right behind 

Heather Nova, Walking Higher. 
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Snow Come Down 

 

It's the snow that makes me look. Catching the blinding bright surprise of it on my way for a 

pee. My head’s banging with New Year hangover and the blank cold snow feels like a good 

idea. 

 I leave the cats scratching the enamel off the fridge door. Take my coffee to the front 

room and perch on the windowsill, feet on the arm of the easy chair. Come on girl, hit that 

cold air.  

 Thought capability low. I wonder what the time is but I've done something to the 

video: it flashes 0:00 at me. From my first floor window I stare down at a pair of wheelie-

bins turned towards each other on the pull-in. Like two squat figures with a shine of white 

hair. You could do a sculpture like that, if you could sculpt. 

 Just one set of tyre marks in the smooth sheet of snow. I should go back to bed. The 

cats shove round my legs and I think about feeding them. The blankness holds me though. 

Cold. Anaesthetic. You could sink in it.   

 There are lumpy white blobs casting blue shadow on Selena's bit of front lawn. I 

wonder how much is cat shit - I meant to clear it yesterday. Would it be easier frozen? Is 

Selena up yet? 

 I thought about calling in on her when I got back last night. But I was well hammered 

after an evening with Stan, plus she’d already turned down my invite for an evening of vodka 

and Jools Holland. With a Family Conference in Doncaster as the only other option, Stan was 

sadly my best offer. He talked me into going to his local, but after a couple of drinks his 

‘shaggy dogs’ that are funny enough on the email at work somehow lost their charm over the 

karaoke mike. Plus he broke the 'just mates' rule by telling me my arse looks good in jeans 

while I scuffled at his feet looking for my lighter. I can still picture Stan’s dishwater eyes 

leering over that line of flabby chin, with his beige hair sprouting everywhere except his 

head. Best not to go there.  

 The tyre marks lead to the pull-in by our flats: Selena on the ground floor, me 

upstairs. From where I am the bins hide the front of the car, but when I shift along a bit I can 

see the bank of lights on the roof, half covered in snow. My mind moves slowly round 

reasons why the police might have turned up here. A shiver of panic thinking Bully Brother 

Andy Massacred Family at Conference? Calm it, girl. The cops haven’t knocked so unless 

they're trying subtle intimidation techniques...  Have they come for Selena, then? The 
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thudding sensation that woke me? Was that her? Should I go and check? I bite hard at the tip 

of my thumb. 

 The kids from the house at the end kick out into the snow in Barbie and Thomas 

wellies. Their Dad bawls at them from the doorstep. Closer there’s that turquoise jumper of 

Selena's - it's been on the line for days - frozen now, arms fluffy with snow, pointing stiff at 

the ground. Then the blue flash of an ambulance belting round the corner and it’s only now I 

notice the siren.  

There's a spray of pink-grey sludge across the wheel-arch. Like cat sick. The siren 

howls and the blue flashes off the snow across the cul-de-sac. The kids at the end stand silent, 

the big girl's hand on the little boy's shoulder. Smoke from the Dad's fag like a feather plume 

in the solid air.  

The blue light stops in our pull-in. The wailing fades. The air shifts and a white gull 

glides over the roofs. The sky turns soupy. It starts to snow again. 

The cats have had enough. They turn up their wailing where the siren left off. Posy 

shinning up my dressing gown to shove her pointy face in my neck, Pluto pummelling my 

thighs, Macavity stretching from the back of the armchair to bat me on the chin. Tough Tom 

and Rump in a manic hurtle to the kitchen and out again. I extract Posy from the off-red 

towelling, hold her under one arm and pick up Macavity. His claws get stuck in the old green 

throw so I have to put Posy down to unhook him. I hear a door bang, step over Tough Tom; 

shove Rump out the way to look out of the window again. The ambulance sits beside the cop 

car. No sign of anyone. Bloody cats made me miss it. Was it Selena’s door I heard?  Has she 

got someone else there? She said she was staying in alone last night. I stare at the ambulance 

for clues until the cats’ pestering sends me to the kitchen.  

Ashtray spilling onto stained Formica. Bottle of vodka – a couple of inches left. The 

books she brought back.  

I flick the switch on the kettle for another coffee. 

Selena's turkey in the fridge. 

 

Selena on the doorstep yesterday afternoon. In a man’s grey jumper unravelling at the 

sleeves, red silk scarf slung round her neck. Holding the remains of a Christmas turkey on a 

chipped cream plate balanced on top of a couple of books.  

'I thought the cats might like it. I'm having a clear out.'  

I noticed she wasn’t wearing makeup. She looked younger without it, but not in a 

good way. I got her in for a coffee, bribed her with cigarettes.  
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‘The turkey hasn’t had much wear. Don’t tell me your friends all turned vegetarian?’ I 

made coffee, opened the fags and handed her one. 

She drew on the fag, flicked her ash, another drag. ‘How was your Christmas, Terri?’  

How come I allowed that change of subject? I never found out what didn’t happen to 

the turkey. Instead I went on about my Soap Opera Christmas, telling her she’s lucky to be an 

only child. 

  ‘Four brothers is a bit the opposite extreme,’ she said. 

 That set me off on a rant about opposite extreme younger brothers, useless mum, 

absent dad - guess who mops up all the sick? I told her about Nerdy Brother Ricky nicking 

Bully Brother Andy’s wife, Eileen. How Useless Mum can’t understand how Eileen might 

find cataloguing sci-fi more appealing than having her face kicked in, so she turns up at 

Christmas to scream about her precious First Male Offspring. 

 And Selena smiled with that way of hers that takes your breath away. She said my 

family crap put her to shame. 

 ‘Bollocks!’ I puffed at my fag, lit another from the butt. Handed her one to do the 

same. She didn’t protest. 

 But she did turn me down for New Year. What was it she said? 

 ‘Oh, I’m carrying on with my clear out. That’s what I want for next year: a clean 

blank slate.’ She had dark shadows round her eyes. Perhaps she hadn’t been sleeping well.  

 I suggested we got rat-arsed as a quicker way to blank. 

 ‘No really, Terri. I want to stay sharp.’ 

 Why didn’t I ask her what she meant? 

 

 

I tear into the turkey, chucking chunks of meat into five crusty bowls, batting the cats 

off the surface, absently eating the odd shred. It's still OK. I've got a jar of Chinese sauce in 

the cupboard. I’ll make something with it; take some round.  

The ambulance.  

I throw the bowls on the floor, scattering bits of turkey. The cats skate and push to the 

meat.  

Back at the front window snow falls in thick swirls against a lead sky. Mrs Bathmaker 

twitches the nets opposite and the kids at the end are in now, peering through their upstairs 

window. A pink crisp packet skits across the road. Prawn cocktail. I wonder if I can risk a 

fag. 
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There’s a crunch of feet on our path. A young copper with red raw ears, cautious on 

the slippy ground, followed by two ambulance men padded out in fluorescent jackets. The 

cop stands against his car, like he needs it to keep him upright. He nods as the ambulance 

men pass; one of them pats his arm.  The crisp packet catches the wheel of the ambulance. 

One of the men treads on it as he makes to climb in, looks down to avoid slipping.  The other 

man starts the engine. 

No passenger for the ambulance then? False alarm? Silly cow, what's she been up to? 

The copper stares at the ground as the ambulance pulls away, one hand still holding 

onto the car. Then he moves a few steps to the lamppost and vomits in the gutter.  

A female cop comes out of Selena's flat; hat perched on efficient coiled hair. And 

someone in a shabby greatcoat shuffles along the path. Greying dark hair sticking out from 

yards of rainbow scarf. It's what's-his-name, that hippy friend of hers. Did he stay the night? 

Selena, you can do better than that.  

The policewoman talks into her radio and looks to the corner of the street as another 

cop car and a red Sierra skid their way through the snow towards us. 

My hand slips on the coffee mug, splashing hot liquid down my dressing gown. My 

eyes stay fixed on the window though my brain can't register what they see. Cops with big 

black holdalls. Plain clothes raincoats from the Sierra. The woman cop ushers them into the 

flat as the hippy bloke stands by the side of the path, as if he hardly notices what’s going on 

around him. One of the cops starts tying stripy tape across the front fence and the young 

policeman helps him.  

Fucking hell, Selena, is there something you didn't tell me?  

Female cop takes young cop into the flat then comes back to talk to hippy bloke. She 

catches my eye as she looks around and sends a cold wave of fear down my spine. I pull 

back. 

Turkey. Then I'll get dressed. I should have seen to the cat shit.  I find the jar of Chop 

Suey sauce in the cupboard, grab an onion and push a space among the dirty dishes. Start 

chopping. I’ll send her a text. I need a cigarette. Pause the chopping to find my fags. Empty 

the ashtray into the overflowing bin; scatter fag ends on the floor. Look for my mobile and 

then remember I couldn’t find it before I went out last night. Take a few deep drags and 

balance the cigarette on the ashtray as I carry on chopping. Onion juice mingling with smoke 

to make my eyes water. 
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The Favour 

 

The policewoman pulls out to join the queue of cars crawling up the hill. Rob sits in the 

passenger seat and stares through the swipe of windscreen wipers. No flashing lights now. 

Time has never seemed so irrelevant in the swirl of giant snowflakes wiping out the sense of 

anything before. There is only the snow. (The knife.) The snow.  

 'Are you sure there's no one I can call?' Her black-gloved hand moves to change down 

a gear then back to the wheel. Her eyes are fixed on the windscreen. She doesn't turn to 

speak. Her tone is brisk, professional, and he is surprised to find this comforting. Or at least it 

is what he needs. 

   'No-one at home?' she says.  

He shakes his head. He didn’t want this lift, though he’s grateful enough for it now. 

The only person he feels like calling is lying in a pool of pink water with the flash of police 

cameras. He can't equate that body with Selena, though he didn’t want to leave her there. He 

almost feels he could call her and if he did she would say, what would she say? She would 

say she was OK, no need. But he would insist she couldn't be alone. She should never have 

been alone. 

 'You may want to see a doctor. You'll be in shock, you know?' 

 Action and stock reaction. It was different for the queasy young policeman who’d 

followed Rob into Selena's bathroom and pulled back the shower curtain. He probably came 

on duty expecting to turf a few drunks back into the snow, poor sod. But this one, she's done 

it before. She knows the procedure: shock follows horror like night day. It freezes the pattern 

deep in the flesh so we don't know it's there. 

 Is this shock? This steel slice of nothing? His eyes will moisten at a Hollywood 

lovers' parting, Jed in a cardboard crown at the Christmas Show. Now they are dry staring at 

the molten glow of flakes smashing at the windscreen.  

 Surely he should feel more than this?  

He closes his eyes to the distraction of the snow and tries to see past the face in the 

bathroom to that last time. Just before Christmas. Radiant. That smile enticing him to share 

her excitement. Christmas excitement of all things. The sense of her then feels so close now; 

he could reach out and touch it. 

 There must have been some hint. The coffee shop in town, stubbornly chintz among 

the trendy stainless steel cafés. Selena pulling out presents to show him. Look, these candle 
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holders for Maddy, aromatherapy for Sandy. The tissue wrappings spreading over the table. 

He was surprised at her getting so carried away, irritated even.  

 ‘You know me, I do Christmas as little as I can get away with,’ he said. ‘Jed and I 

make each other things and I buy him a surprise, no more than a tenner.’ 

 Selena putting the stuff away, making him feel he’d spoilt her pleasure. But it was a 

minor thing surely; they knew each other well enough. 

And she smiled when she looked up at him. 'That's what you're so good at: teaching 

him the true value of things.'  

Was there strain in that beautiful wide smile? He took it for granted, didn't he? They'd 

been friends for so long, there was all the time in the world. Now the gaping mouth in the 

bathroom replaces the smile. Eyes wide open seeing nothing. The water seeping through the 

old grey jumper. The trail of red silk. 

 He pushes his face into his hands to bring back that time before Christmas. Selena 

pouring strong black coffee. Pot of camomile for him. His sudden longing for coffee as she 

carried on about Christmas. 

 'I’ve got no particular plans, but it'll be an open house. No-one should be on their own 

at Christmas.'  

 That was so Selena, to wrap her needs with pleasing others. He remembers feeling 

glad she was looking outwards again. Getting over Dyl, he thought. How had he been so 

wrong? 

 But she stiffened a bit when he told her how he’d got talked into spending Christmas 

with Carmen and Sue and Jed. 

‘Really? When was all that arranged?’ 

‘It was Sue’s idea, apparently, for us to be civilised for Jed's sake. Which translates 

into me biting my tongue while Sue showers Jed with the latest crap toys and me being mean 

Daddy when I try and stop him O.D-ing on chocolate. Not bad for someone who doesn’t do 

Christmas.’ 

‘You don’t have to do it on their terms Rob. Come and spend it with me.’ 

She focussed on pouring more coffee then. Was she avoiding looking at him? And 

was he too busy thinking about his hard-done-by Christmas to notice? 

‘I need to show willing,’ was what he said. ‘Plus I want to be with Jed.' 

 'Of course you do.'  

 Was there a flicker of disappointment? She fished in her carrier bags and pulled out 

some Harry Potter Lego. 'Look, I've bought this for Jed. You don't mind, do you?' 
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 She busied herself with wrapping paper and Sellotape among the cups and pots on the 

little table. By the time she'd finished he had to go. 

 She gave him a hug, pulled back and looked at him. Those pale green eyes like bottle 

glass smoothed by the sea. Filling up. Were they filling up? He had to go, but he should have 

checked. Not enough to go on though, not to lead to this. 

 

 'Are you all right? The traffic's a bit slow with this snow. ' 

 Cars crawl through the yellow air as they approach the junction. 

 'We’ll not be long now.’ She leans forward to peer through the windscreen. Her hair is 

the colour of decaying leaves. The wipers squeak against the weight of snow and the heater 

hums on full. The dry hot air makes Rob light-headed, though inside his wrappings he is 

hollow with cold. 

 Was there really a time before this? A time this morning when he didn't know it 

would happen? What was he thinking when he walked down to her flat? He was looking 

forward to seeing her, pleased, yes, and intrigued by her phone call yesterday. She’d asked 

him for a big favour.  Selena rarely asked for anything. ‘Come round at midday. It’s 

important. Please, promise you’ll be there.’  He’d felt smug at the idea that she could trust 

him enough to be vulnerable and it made him miss the clues. He should have turned up at 

midnight instead of midday. 

He'd known not to give up though. Knocking, knocking again. Waiting on the 

doorstep thinking she'd popped out. Knocking again. Walking away. Halfway home when he 

turned round. He’d promised to be there. Walking round the back and peering through the 

windows. The sound of water running in the bathroom reminding him of an old spy film 

where they ran the taps in case the room was bugged. She wouldn't leave the taps like that. 

He ran to the phone box, his hands slipping on the coins as he called her. Her answerphone 

was switched off. She never switched it off. He dialled 999. Insisted on police and 

ambulance.   

 

 

 'What happens next?' he asks. 

 She tells him about the post-mortem and interim death certificate, next of kin and 

formal identification. Is that what you're having Selena? An interim death? This is the point 

of bureaucracy: there are procedures for everything, even nuclear war. They reduce the 
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unimaginable to safe proportions and give the mind somewhere to rest, a point of normality.  

Because it can't stay more than a glancing moment in that bathroom. 

 'You must be used to this,' he says.  

 They've stopped at the lights before the junction. She pulls on the handbrake and turns 

to look at him. Her eyes are grey with specks of violet. 

 'I see a lot of lives wasted in this job,' her voice is dead pan, 'and I hate waste. My 

Nan taught me to scrape the last of the egg white out of the shell with my finger. It's a life 

you're eating, she'd say. Don't waste a drop.' 

 She watches for the amber and green of the lights, pulls away to turn right onto the 

main road.  

 'We will need a statement when you're ready. No rush. We need to contact the next of 

kin first.' 

 Next of kin? Her mum? Selena didn’t get on with her very well, but that won't make it 

any easier, will it? What is she doing now? Watching the snow perhaps? A New Year movie 

special. The last seconds of innocence as she answers the door. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Last Time I Saw You 

 

The knock is not the sort you'd ignore. I see the bulky outlines of two people through the grid 

of reinforced glass. I could retreat back upstairs but they will have seen me now. Come on 

girl, what’s to be afraid of? 

 There’s a tall one and a short one, both in regulation raincoats.  

‘CID. Can we have a quick word, Miss?’  

I stare at the ID, look up to the scraped red chin of the tall one, back to the short one 

with vertical frown lines between his eyes and his nose squashy and bluish. My body shrinks 

into my dressing gown and there’s a slither of fear in my stomach. They think I did it. Did 

what? 
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 Somehow they get in and follow me upstairs. I feel my hand slide up the stair rail, 

bumping over the rough bits. I’ve done nothing. I’ve done nothing, I repeat, as I watch my 

bare feet take each stair. I saw an ambulance follow the police through the snow to the pull-

in. I thought of calling on Selena when I came in last night but I didn't. End of story. Why 

didn't I? I turn at the top of the stairs and wave them into the living room. 

 'Won't be a minute.’ I dive into the bathroom and lock the door. 

 I slap on some cleanser, wipe off last night's makeup. My eyes look opaque in the 

mirror. I smear on foundation and cold beads of sweat break through the surface. Apply 

waterproof mascara. Am I planning on tears? It does no good to keep them waiting. I pull on 

last night's clothes and drag a brush through smoke lacquered hair. Pull my mouth to a frosted 

smile. 

 The tall one stares out of the window. Silhouetted against the fading light, his clipped 

fuzz of hair shows up his strangely lumpy skull. 

 'Have you got the time?' My voice is raspy. ‘I’ve lost my mobile.’ 

He turns, scratches his neck. He holds his coat now, and his shirt and tie look tight on 

him. Posy makes a beeline for him and starts to pull herself up his trouser leg. His body 

stiffens – they didn’t cover cats at training school? The short cop emerges from the kitchen 

door, coughs, and the tall one jumps and studies his watch. 

 'Three o'clock and it’s almost dark.' He waves his arm at the window, then looks 

down at Posy making progress up his thigh. 

 'She likes men.’ I light a fag, push Rump along the sofa and sit down. Tall Cop takes 

this as his cue and walks with his leg straight so as not to disturb Posy. He sits on the chair by 

the window and the cat makes her way to his groin and starts pummelling. 

 He scrapes at his raw chin and leans forward. He looks about twelve. 

 ‘You’ll need to report that mobile,’ he says. 

 ‘You’ve never come to tell me that?’ I draw hard on my fag. 

 Short Cop walks over to the windowsill, squishes his butt against it. I can see Mrs 

Bathmaker across the way standing shrouded in her nets. 

 ‘We’re investigating the death of your neighbour, she was found a few hours ago. The 

Constable here will be asking you some questions.’ He examines his fingers, before looking 

over at Tall Cop. 

 I feel light-headed and the words slide past me. I don’t know what they mean. I look 

over to Tall Cop to tell me I didn’t hear right.  
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 ‘No cause for alarm, Miss,' he pauses like he needs reassurance. I take another drag 

and I manage to nod at him. ‘If I could just take your name first.’ 

 ‘Terri. Terri Pollard.’  

 He writes in his notebook. ‘How well did you know your neighbour, Selena 

Harding?’  

 'Selena?'  

 Tall Cop shoots a glance at his Superior, who nods. 

 'I am sorry to, very sorry to, have to inform you,' Tall Cop stumbles. 

 'What?' There's a stain on the carpet, embedded in the cat-hair weave. It looks like a 

mask from this angle. 

 'She was found, her body, that is, in the bathroom.’ 

I feel like I've been thumped. ‘Dead?’  

He takes a deep breath and sits up, pushes a swallow past his Adam's apple. 'There'll 

be a post-mortem. But, most likely she took her own life.’  

Superior clears his throat and Tall Cop darts him a nervous glance. 

‘That’s off the record, of course.’ Tall Cop scrapes at Posy’s head, his face even 

redder. 

‘What the Constable means is that we can’t comment on the cause of death until after 

the investigation,’ says Superior. His radio crackles with a message. ‘Excuse me a minute,’ 

he goes out into the hallway. 

This is mad. I feel like running downstairs. Come on, Selena? Joke's up. But I am 

frozen to the sofa, staring at the blank eyed carpet stain through my fag smoke. 

'Mind if I scrounge a cigarette?' Tall Cop looks sheepish at me.   

The ash from my fag falls onto my jeans. It keeps its shape like a worm cast. I nod at 

the pack and lighter. 

He looks down at Posy, settled with her face in his groin, her purr vibrating like a 

plane ready for take-off.  

'Sorry, your cat.' He shifts his legs a bit. 

I get up and hand him a cigarette. Light it for him too.  

He coughs as he inhales. 'It’s my first week on this job. To be honest with you, I had a 

few too many last night. Wasn't expecting this.' 

'You're not the only one.’ 

He hangs his head, flicks his ash onto the carpet without appearing to notice. Then he 

jolts himself back into role. ‘When did you last see the deceased?’ 
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That word lurches through me. 'Yesterday afternoon, about four I think, she came 

round with some of my stuff and the remains of her turkey.’ 

‘And did you notice anything unusual?’ Monotone repeat-the-textbook voice. 

Her clothes? The clearout? The turkey? None of it exactly usual, but hardly a 

giveaway.  

'Nothing unusual.' 

He looks down at Posy and strokes her neck so her purr roars. 

'Cute cat.' He grins, then inhales lightly. 

‘She’s half Siamese.’ I hear my voice shift to story-mode. ‘Her mum got kicked out of 

the breeders for copping with a mongrel.’ 

‘No way? How come you found her?’  

‘The old lady over the road took the mother in with a litter of scrawny black and 

white kittens. They all had flu. Most of them died. That's why I call this one Posy.' 

 He looks vacant.  

 'Ring-a-ring-a-roses? A pocket full of posies. Atishoo, atishoo?'  

 He shifts his look to the doorway. ‘So nothing to cause you any reason to believe she 

was intending to take her own life?’ 

 ‘No!’ I say, impatient, too loud. ‘She was having a clear out, that’s all. She stayed 

about 20 minutes, then she went home to spend New Year’s Eve alone.’ 

 He puts his head in his hands. Rubs his bumpy forehead. He's still a kid, like our 

Billy, except for the different career choice.  

Superior comes back, casts his eyes about. ‘Sorry about that, Miss. We won’t keep 

you too much longer. It is distressing, I know.’ 

Tall Cop writes in his notebook while Superior looks out of the window. 

‘You know, I saw on the telly yesterday, they can see parts of the universe from 12 

billion years ago. You wouldn’t think it sometimes, would you?’ 

Oh God, I don’t need a philosopher right now. 

He turns and looks at the wire angel poised on top of the telly. 

 'One of Selena’s. She's a sculptor. She gave me that one.' 

 He reaches for it with his clumsy red hands.  

 'Careful,' I shout, making him jump. The angel wobbles on its pivot before it settles. I 

couldn't believe it when she gave me that. We were only neighbours. 

 ‘Nice,’ he says. ‘It is a terrible shame.’ He turns to Tall Cop. ‘Done the statement, 

have you?’  
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 ‘More or less, Sir,’ says the young one, looking up at me then back at his notes. ‘I last 

saw the deceased at 4.00pm on 31
st
 December. I noticed nothing unusual about her 

behaviour…’ 

 ‘Let’s have a look,’ Superior holds his hand out for the papers. 

‘Could you hang on a minute,' I say to Superior, suddenly needing to get away from 

them. 'I could really use a cup of tea.’ 

 

 The half made Chop Suey is welded to the pan and the smell makes me queasy. I lean 

against the unit while the kettle boils and stare at the table. The books Selena returned 

yesterday are still there by the vodka bottle.  

 She told me she hadn’t read the Nick Hornby.  

'No hurry,' I pushed it back to her.  

'No, I won't read it now. It'll only get lost.' She fingered the book cover. The skin 

round her nails was ragged and purple. You could trace her collarbone through that jumper.  

What was it I said: About a Boy being a light read? Except for the suicidal sub-plot. Is 

it me, or was she interested? 

 I said, 'The only person who achieves it is Kurt Cobain, and he's real so it doesn't 

count.' 

 She laughed then, didn't she? What did she say? Something about you take your life 

and still you only hit the sub-plot. 

 Is it possible to joke like that, just hours before? 

  And then my mobile went, right? It was my mum so I switched it to divert and 

straight away it beeped in a text. Begging me to a Family Conference: Andy’s a definite, 

she’s working on Ricky and Eileen, Tommy, Billy, the lot of them.  

‘Fuck that, the woman’s mental.’ 

‘Maybe she wants you all to understand each other?’ Selena puffed on the last of her 

fag, burning into the filter. 

 

 The kettle starts to hiss and a low banging shakes through me like a fist. It takes a few 

seconds to register it’s the front door. 

 

 I open the door to Stan framed in his own private blizzard, like someone’s shaken one 

of those snow-scene things. He stands in black wellies, busting out of his denim jacket. His 

hair lies in sandy coils across his glistening scalp.  
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 ‘Fuck’s sake, Tez? I've been battering this door.' 

 'Why? I could have been out.' I hold the door half open and feel the sharp chill of the 

air. 

 'I thought you might fancy hair of the dog,' he waves a bottle of Netto vodka in my 

face. ‘What’s all this about, Tez?’ He points at Selena’s front and the cop cars. 

 'I'm busy, Stan.' 

 'Nothing wrong, is there?’  

I shake my head; tighten my grip on the door. 

‘Let us in, Tez. I've frozen my bollocks off getting here. It's New Year's Day. Hair of 

the dog time.' 

 'Yeah, well, I'm a cat person.'  

Pluto pushes past my leg to peer into the alien world. He bats a couple of snowflakes 

and shrinks as one lands on his nose. Then he ventures out and pees at the side of the path. I 

watch the yellow stain spread crystal by crystal through the snow.  

 'Pussy Power, hey? Come on,' Stan says at my lack of reaction, 'was I a bit of a prat 

last night?’ 

 I shrug. Just want rid. 

  ‘I thought you were up for a laugh. OK, let’s call it quits?' He gestures with his bottle.  

 'I told you, I'm busy.'  

 'Ah, just the one then, eh? Let me get warm.' 

 His voice trails off as his gaze meets the thud of feet on the stairs behind me. Radio 

crackle. 

 ‘We’re on our way, Sir.' 

 I turn to see Superior talking to his radio, Tall Cop lurching behind him. Stan seizes 

the opportunity to step through the door as the first copper gets to the bottom.   

 'Is there a problem, Miss?' the cop asks. 

 Stan raises his voice. 'Tez, are you in some sort of trouble?' 

 My lobby's all of three foot square. I've got Stan just inside the door, Superior at the 

bottom of the stairs, with Tall Cop a step behind and me between them and Stan.  

 'We’ve got to be going, Miss,' the Superior says, motioning to his radio. ‘If you’d just 

sign the statement.’ 

 Tall Cop reaches down and hands me a clipboard. 

 'You haven't told me what happened,' I start. 

'Sorry, it’s looking like you could be the last person to see her, alive, that is, but…’ 
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‘Like I say, we’re not at liberty to divulge until the investigation is complete.’ 

Superior turns to glare at Tall Cop. 

I sign the paltry sentence that is my statement and think I ought to have more to say.  

The police edge past me, and Stan shifts to let them through.  

 'Bit rough on the roads, mate,' he says to Tall Cop. This boy seems to bring out the 

caring side even of Stan.  

 The policeboy shrugs, scratches his neck. 

 'Will someone please let me know what's going on here?' Stan says. 'If she's in 

trouble, I think I need to know about it.' 

 ‘Just shut up, Stan. It’s none of your business.’ 

 'Gotta go, we’ll be in touch,' Superior pushes Tall Cop up the path. Then he turns and 

asks if I'm all right. I nod. 

‘Don’t forget that universe out there.’ He tips his head up to the sky as he follows the 

policeboy to the waiting Sierra.  

 Stan stands on the doorstep beside me. As the car reaches the end of the road he 

touches my arm, makes me jump. 

 'Come on now, Tez,' he tries gentle, 'let's get inside.' 

 I don't move. Watch the car negotiate the corner, the flash of its indicator like a 

message through the grey air.  

She's dead, she's dead, she's dead.  

 Stan puts his arm across my shoulder to pull me in. I turn to face him and the one 

thing I’m sure of is I don’t want him here. I watch myself move forward and his face lights 

up as he thinks I'm reaching out for him. I feel the force of his body as I push him in the chest 

and he stumbles back, drops his bottle, which hits a brick lying by the path and leaks its 

contents to merge with the cat piss. He regains his balance as I close the door on his outraged 

face. 

 I sit on the bottom step with my head in my hands and stare at the square of bobbly 

half-light in the door. I hear Stan kick the smashed bottle up the path, with a curse for every 

blow. But he's soon gone and it's graveyard quiet. Just the click of the heating thermostat. I 

watch the light fade to orange dusk, and my fingers freeze into the side of my skull. 
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Spiderman 

 

Rob sits in the dark and stares at the outline of the Christmas tree against the street-lit 

window. He’s been here all night and it’s cold even in his coat. He should get up and put the 

fire on. Still he sits, tracing the shape of the tree spikes, glint of red bauble catching a spark of 

light, the snow edging the bottom of the window. He can feel his nails piercing the back of 

his numb cold hand. Beyond that there is nothing. 

 The tree casts a sudden long shadow across the chimneybreast in the sweep of a car’s 

headlights. He watches the shadow stretch and then die, hears the slam of car doors, the 

chatter of voices, with an absolute lack of curiosity. The voices follow footsteps down the 

side of the house but still the knocking makes him start. He drags himself to the back door, 

turns the key to open it. 

 ‘Dad! We thought you were still in bed. Why aren’t the lights on?’ Jed’s little face 

beams up at him from the doorstep sending a jolt of fear through Rob. How could he have 

forgotten? 

 ‘So you are up.’ Carmen appears through the gloom behind Jed. ‘What are you doing 

in your coat?’ 

 He stares at the line of snow-crusted roofs and sees the hint of dawn in the heavy 

purple sky. He starts to make out the Aztec pattern on her woolly hat, the waves of her hair 

beneath it, the line of her cheekbones.  

 ‘For fuck’s sake, let us in, will you?’ Carmen pushes Jed forwards and elbows her 

way past Rob into the kitchen, switching on the light as she goes. The kitchen jolts into focus; 

he can see her take in the pile of washing up, the breadboard with the stale remnants of a loaf.  

 Jed flings his arms round Rob’s waist and Rob strokes his son’s mud-brown hair. He 

feels the warmth of the child’s body against him, the delicate line of his skull. 

 ‘It was murder out there. I rang to say we’d be late and you didn’t answer.’ Carmen 

wraps her keys round her black suede knuckles as she fires words at Rob.  

 ‘I, I was asleep.’ He didn’t answer the phone because he knew he couldn’t talk. 

Forgot it could be Carmen.  

 ‘In your bloody coat? What’s the matter with you?’ She slings her keys back and forth 

as if to ram the questions harder.  

 How can he tell her that for the past few hours he forgot his child’s existence?  
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 Jed pulls himself away from Rob, grabs his satchel from Carmen. ‘Look Dad, I 

brought Spiderman, Mum said I could.’ 

 ‘But he has to bring it back, as it was a present from me,’ Carmen folds her arms 

across her chest. ‘OK?’ she pushes her face in his. 

 He grunts his assent, picks up a cup and goes to fill it. 

 ‘Look, I’ve kept my Spiderman pyjama top on.’ Jed pulls open his coat.  

 Carmen smiles at Jed, ruffles his hair. ‘Well, I’m late for work and my caseloads get 

restless after New Year. Just remember to hand him over tomorrow morning. OK?’  

He nods, sips the water, feels it slip through his hollow body. 

Then she’s gone in a blast of cold air before the door slams behind her. Jed climbs the 

Spiderman figure up the side of the radiator. 

 ‘Spiderman, Spiderman, Does Whatever Spiders Can!’  

  

 Rob stares at the loose herbs in jars lining the shelf by the kettle.  He spots a battered 

packet of Red Label squashed behind the herbs and reaches for a tea bag. Flicks the kettle 

switch. 

 'Spiderman is probably the greatest hero. Shall I tell you why?' 

 There are better pick-me-ups than tea, he thinks. Pennyroyal? But he's not looking for 

a cure. Survival at most.  He pours the water into his chipped green mug. 

'I said he's the greatest hero, Dad. Dad?' 

 He opens the fridge and wishes for cow's milk. The soya milk makes the tea chalky 

and doesn't conceal the bite of tannin. He feels a wave of nausea and opens the back door a 

crack to let some air in. Outside the snow has hardened and set like iron. 

 'Dad, I'm talking to you.' Jed waves his Spiderman in Rob's face.  

 'Stop that, will you.' He bats the toy away and slops his tea.  

 Jed retreats, clutching Spiderman to his chest, his face crumpling into tears. 'I was just 

trying to talk to you.' 

  Rob cuts to immediate shame for his impatience with Jed's six-year-old energy. He 

has to keep things right for Jed. 

 'Sorry, I wasn't listening. Don't cry. Finish your cereal and tell me again.' 

 Jed wipes his eyes on his Spiderman sleeve, then examines the sleeve for traces of 

snot. Rob tears him off a bit of the toilet roll that sits next to the fruit bowl. Jed blows his 

nose and now Rob feels guilty for telling Jed not to get upset. He feels suddenly hopelessly 

inadequate as a parent, acting the part of Nice Dad when all he wants is to be left alone. 
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 'It's all right,' Nice Dad pats his son. 'You don't have to stop crying.' 

 Jed looks up and pulls his face into a brave smile. 'I want to tell you about Spiderman.' 

 'Go on, then.' 

'Well, you know, he's the greatest hero of all. Shall I tell you why?'  

‘I thought that was Superman,’ Rob manages half a smile.  

Jed walks his toy with a web-spinning movement up the side of the wheat flakes 

packet. 'No, Dad, Spiderman has all these powers, right, 'cos he was bitten by a tarantula, 

actually, no, a radiated spider. He was, Dad.'  

 There’s a slice of cold grey light where he's left the door ajar. The colour is washed 

out of everything: even the sunshine yellow of the kitchen walls is ochre at best. The cold is 

sharp and he's grateful for it. 

'See, he catches baddies with his webs.'  

 'So? Superman can fly.'  

 'Yeah, but, Dad?' 

 'Batman’s got a flying car.'  

'Dad!' Jed growls though the crunch of cereal. 'He has powers, right, like climbing 

walls and spinning webs, yeah, but he only uses them for good things like killing bad guys.' 

 'Yeah, well they all do that.' He should point out, as he has many times, that it's 

serious to take any life. Harmless enough, Carmen insisted as she and Sue lavished Jed with 

their Spiderman Christmas theme. What about those American soldiers on the news, 

ransacking a mosque in Baghdad? He argued. Weren’t they brought up on Superheroes? 

What would Selena make of Spiderman? 

 

She phoned on New Year's Eve and the main thing he remembers is offloading about 

his time spent with Carmen and Sue sniping first at him and then at each other.  

 ‘Oh, I might have known they wouldn’t behave even for Jed’s sake,’ she said, 

surprising him with her tone of resentment. He did at least think to ask about her. Her exact 

words crystallise in his memory. 

 'I've spent a lot of time alone. It's doing me the power of good.’ 

 He should have been suspicious of her too bright tone. But he wasn't going to push it. 

Like he never did. Like the emotional coward he always was. 

 'You've been great,' she said. 

 'What do you mean? You're the great one.' 

Then she asked her favour. 
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 'Who was your favourite hero when you were a little boy, Dad?' Jed looks up at him 

with a frown of concentration.  

The things Jed will have to face that will damage and harm him far more than any 

plastic Superhero.  

 'Dunno.' Rob smiles. 'Asterix, I think.' 

 'Who's Axerix, Dad?' 

 'Ast-er-ix was a Celtic Freedom Fighter.' His smile spreads at Jed trying to work that 

one out. 'Go on, finish your cereal.' 

 He pushes himself up on the table. He'll see about another cup of tea. This hollow 

confusion disturbs him. He thought he'd been to the bottom when Carmen left him for Sue, 

taking Jed in a hail of self-justifying diatribe. But then at least he'd understood his feelings. 

Yesterday was something entirely different. Huddled in his coat all night, drifting in and out 

of a fitful doze, jolting with the shock of what happened every time his mind re-visited it. He 

could hardly allow the feelings to surface, let alone understand them. All he wants is to re-

wind back to New Year’s Eve.  

 He gets to the sink and fills the kettle. The phone rings. 

 'I'll get it, I'll get it.' Jed jumps down and runs into the front room. As he picks it up 

Rob knows who it will be.  

'Dad. Dad, it's Selena's mum.' 

 

Her voice is clipped tight. Nothing like Selena. The phone feels slippery. 

 'It was kind of you to leave your number with the police,' she says. 'I just wanted to 

say I appreciate…' 

 'Oh, no problem. I mean, if you need any help with anything.' 

 'There's plenty to keep me busy,' she pauses. 'Well of course it's a great shock for me.'   

 'Yes. A terrible shock.' There are millions of words - all inadequate. 

 'I'm staying at the flat, for a few days, at least. I am sorry it was you, who had to…' 

 The grey light seeps through the dirt-streaked window and makes a silhouette of one 

of Jed's paper angels dangling from a single needle on the Christmas tree. He remembers this 

time yesterday, looking at the clock and thinking about setting off for Selena's. Scenes from 

another lifetime. 

 'She was expecting me,' he says. 'We're good friends.' 

 'Yes, of course. She, she spoke, of you.'  
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You don't know anything, he thinks. What was it Selena said? She didn't like to give 

her mother the satisfaction of disappointment. So she reserved the big favour for him. A 

favour? It's a casual thing between friends. Lend us a fiver. Keep an eye on Jed for a minute. 

How was he supposed to know it was this? 

 'Just friends, you understand? We went back a long way. Selena is, was, one of those 

people who'd always be there for you.'  

The words, awkward and spiky, fill him with loss. It’s twenty odd years since he met 

Selena in that big communal co-op house, where politics became something you lived and 

breathed, were held accountable for.  Selena was the only woman who didn't attack him just 

for being a man. Allowed him to feel crap, sad, jealous.  

 'Well, she was always one for looking after everyone,' the old lady’s voice tightens.  

For the first time he gets a sense of her. He sees her in bottle green, hunched on 

Selena's futon, facing the burial of her only child. Would it matter how disappointed you'd 

been when your child took the life you gave her?  

 Outside the neighbours' dog barks at a passer by.  

'I am so very sorry, Mrs Harding. Please, is there anything I can do to help?'  

 'Well, since you've been so kind,' she starts. 

 Has he?  

 'Dad? Dad?'  Jed peers through the gloom at him. 'Why are you crying Dad?'  

Rob's face is indeed wet and he wants, above all, for this not to be happening for Jed's 

sake.  

 Mrs Harding is still talking. 

 'I'm sorry,' he says, 'I didn't catch that. My son.' 

'I was saying, there are a lot of people in her Filofax. I was wondering, well, you 

might know some of them?' 

 'I could have a look. Are you on your own there?' 

 There’s a pause. ‘My sister's offered to come but I want to leave it a few days. If I 

could ask this one thing of you?' Her voice cracks a little and he gets a sense of how hard it is 

for her to ask for help. Not so unlike her daughter then.  

'I could come over, maybe, later,' he stumbles, running through people who might 

have Jed for a couple of hours. 

 'Is Selena's mum sad, Dad?' 

 'Just a minute, Jed. Look,' he adds to Mrs Harding, 'I should be able to come about 

four. I need to go now. My little boy.' 
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 'Of course. What's his name?'  

'Jed.'  

'God bless him. And, please, call me Ellen.' 

 He puts the phone down and leans forward into his hands. He feels the momentum of 

a sob rising from the empty place inside him. 

 'Dad?' Jed taps his finger on Rob's knee and Rob can feel its warmth through his worn 

jogging bottoms. He looks up to his son's worried face, takes a deep breath and swallows his 

sob. 

 'I've never seen you cry before, Daddy.'  

Not true. Has he already forgotten the times with Carmen screaming at Rob to let her 

go and Rob pleading with tears running down his face, looking up to see Jed cowering behind 

the sofa with his hands over his ears? Forgotten or suppressed? 

'Why did Selena's mum make you cry?' 

 Rob has never lied to him. Not even Father Christmas. Jed asks about children going 

to prison. Does Rob still love Carmen? Did Jesus really live? Is Sue his other mum now? 

How are babies made? What will happen if there’s a war? He tries to give him honest 

answers in language the child can understand. 

 'Something very sad has happened.' He holds Jed by the shoulders.  

'Tell me!' Jed’s eyes widen. 

  'Selena's dead.' The words out loud don't sound possible. 

 'Dead?'  

 Rob nods.  

 'How?' Jed’s tone is matter of fact. 'How Dad? How come she died?' He pulls away 

from Rob's grip. 

 'She killed herself,' Rob almost pleads. He feels sick with uncertainty at what he has 

just said. What sort of parent is he that he can't protect his child?  

 'Killed herself? Why did she? How could she do that?' 

 'I don't know. There must be a reason, but I don't know what it is. She must have been 

very sad.'  

 'How? Dad, How did she do it?'  

 'I can't tell you, Jed. It's not something for children,' he says without conviction. He is 

playing the part of Protective Parent and he knows it won't wash. 
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 'Dad, why won't you tell me?' Jed backs towards the gas fire. Rob jumps up to pull 

him away. Jed shakes himself free. He looks pale, frightened and Rob knows not telling him 

is the worst thing.  

 'She cut herself very badly across her wrists,' he steadies every word. 'She lost too 

much blood so she died.' He holds his breath waiting for the next why or how. When Jed gets 

hold of a fact he has to follow it to its logical absurdity, to the origins of the universe. 

 'Oh.’ He looks so small and vulnerable with his thin limbs in the Spiderman pyjamas. 

'Where is she now, Dad?' 

'I don't really know, Jed, I hope she's at peace.' His views on the natural cycle of life 

and death seem hopelessly inadequate now. 

'Is she a skeleton? Is she buried?'  

'No, she's in a place where they keep people before they are buried.'  

'Oh.' Jed turns to make for the kitchen door. Rob calls him back, kneels in front of 

him, holding his shoulders again. 

 'Listen, I want you to know. I will never do anything like that.' 

 'Not even if you were very sad?' 

 'No. I've got you.' 

 Jed nods and Rob hugs him, feeling the print of his little hands on his back. Then Jed 

pulls away and goes into the kitchen.  

 'Jed?'  

 He reappears in the doorway holding his toy Spiderman.  

 'He is the greatest hero, you know, Dad?' 

 'Right.' 

 'Mum showed me on the website. You know that thing when those bad guys flew 

aeroplanes into those tower blocks?' 

 'Yeah?'  

 'He helped the people who were trapped. That happened in real life.' 

 'Jed, the thing with the aeroplanes happened in real life. Spiderman…'  

 'But Spiderman couldn't really spin webs to save the people, could he? That's just the 

story.' 
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Help and Support 
If you have been affected by the issues raised in these chapters you can access help and 
support through the following websites: 
 
Samaritans  is available 24 hours a day to provide emotional support for people who are 
experiencing feelings of emotional distress or despair, including those which may lead to 
suicide 
 
Survivors of Bereavement by Suicide exists to meet the needs and break the isolation of 
those bereaved by the suicide of a close relative or friend 
 
 
 

Want to read more? 
 
I will be posting more chapters weekly on my WordPress website. Alternatively I can 
email you the whole manuscript, or will send you a hard copy for £10 to cover printing, 
binding and postage costs (interested publishers will not be charged!) 
 
Contact me 

http://www.samaritans.org/
http://www.uk-sobs.org.uk/
http://pennyfrances.wordpress.com/
http://pennyfrances.wordpress.com/contact-and-acknowledgements/

